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Mostly use of the DNA testing for the information about the any men like if any person involve in the
murder of the any girl and police want to get the information about this men if the girl killed by the
sexual case then it can do this easily this test mostly called B S sexual DNA test. Through the DNA
test verification about the any person make so easy because thorough this test you can find the past
5 generation information because may your test math your 5th generation cousin. So the same DNA
tests is the big achievement of the medical science because it helps you find  the many person
which is include in any rape case or robbery case so that police san arrest these peoples. If you
want to determine the information about your family and about any people so DNA Tests can helps
you for this purpose.

Technology of the DNA Testing indicate the achievement of the science because some year ago it
was not concept of this technology if did then now not known how they can do it easily.  So
discovery of the DNA and DNA test is the big achievement in the world of science. DNA may match
confidently with your close relatives and cousin brother and other relatives any past five families
which had related to your generation. Based on this concept many DNA test team worked for
extensively calculation that relation which is close for you. .  DNA tests is the famous test for the
exclude the any mistake from the peoples mind but labs cannot use it in famous condition because
you can do this test only permission of the any authority in any case. But this test can help in
political situation find the how many generation leave in your country. It is the relation between the
chromosomes and that also delivers to the new generation but always remain in same taste.

Basically DNA Testing use for the population requirement not for Y-chromosomes ant HV
chromosomes. On the political boundaries it is not determine the actual result it is use just confirm
the relation of the men like which people have related which country then you can see that how
many percentage related which are like Europe or Asia or any continent. While different culture
peoples have the different chromosomes if any body relation with the Italy and his parents and
grandfather related with the Sicily, Through the DNA test verification about the any person make so
easy because thorough this test you can find the past 5 generation information because may your
test math your 5th generation cousin. DNA tests is not a difficult now days like you can do this in
your home because some companies are making the some instrumental through use this tools you
can apply the DNA test in your home.
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